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Quotient operation for ABoxes

Motivations

Characterization of ABox summaries

Graph summarization has received considerable
attention in the literature for timely topics like:
• exploration and visualization of large graphs;
• optimization of graph data management systems.

Ø ABoxes can been seen as multigraphs with typed
vertices and typed edges (Fig.1)

The quotient graph operation from graph theory is
a well-established tool for graph summarization; it
consists in fusing equivalent vertices according to an
equivalence relation, e.g., bisimilarity.

Ø Does it make sense to summarize ABoxes with this
tool as if they were merely graphs?

A Well-founded Graph-based 
Summarization Framework for DLs

ABoxes are not just graphs because they also have a
first-order semantics.

Ø Does there exist a semantic relationship between
an ABox and a summary of it?

A summary is more specific than the summarized ABox

Ø To which extent a summary is more specific than
the ABox it summarizes?

For an ABox and a TBox, the most precise description
of a set of constants is the conjunction of concepts
these constants are all instances of, which is called
their most specific concept (msc).

Consistency-checking

Application to ontology-based data 
management

Query answering

Property 2 and the contraposition of Property 3 are
of practical interest to check rapidly if, for sure, an
ABox is consistent and a query has no answer resp.,
by using the typically (much) smaller ABox summary.

Ø Devise DL-specific equivalence relations between constants (i.e., which use both the TBox and the ABox) to
explore, visualize or optimize reasoning on and the management of ABoxes.


